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ABSTRACT: Steganography is the component of concealing any mystery data like secret word, content and picture, 
sound behind unique spread document. Unique message is decipher into figure content by utilizing mystery key and 
after that covered up into the LSB of unique picture. The overhauled framework gives sound video cryptostegnography 
which is the mix of picture steganography and sound steganography using Forensics Technique as a mechanical 
assembly to affirmation of data. Security is most basic issue in mechanized correspondence. Data security infers 
guarded modernized efforts to establish safety that are associated with hinder unapproved access to PCs, colossal 
databases and online data it is similarly shields data from debasement. Security is most essential issue in advanced 
correspondence. Cryptography and steganography are two prominent procedures accessible to give security. 
Steganography is used for covering information as a piece of such a way, to the point that the message is indistinct for 
outsiders and just appears to the sender and arranged recipient. It is essential gadget that licenses covert transmission of 
information over and over correspondences channel. Steganography is a most well-known strategy which is utilized to 
shroud the message and keep the recognition of concealed message in a precise way. Different present day systems of 
steganography are:  
a) Video Steganography  
b) Audio Steganography  
Sound Video stegnography is a latest stegnography of disguising information in a manner that the undesirable 
individuals may not allowable the data in any way. The upgraded new technique is to shroud mystery data and picture 
behind the sound and video record separately. 
 
KEYWORDS: Audio Stegnography, Video Stegnography Data hiding, Stegnography, Histogram, Computer 
Forencies, Authentication. 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
 

Due to the Popularity of digital media increase day to day its raise security related issues. Steganography is a Greek 
worksStegano signifying "secured" and graphy signifying "composing". Now a days, digital media and network are 
getting more utilize and more well known. So that requirement of secure transmission of data also increased. 
Information Hiding is the strategy of composing concealed messages in a manner that no one apart from the sender and 
intended recipient even acknowledges there is a shrouded message. Steganography is a technique which is used to hide 
the message and prevent the detection of hidden message. Sound video steganography is a present day method for 
concealing data in a way that the undesirable individuals may not get to the data. In sound steganography comprises of 
Carrier that is sound also, this record adjusted in a manner that they contain concealed data implies information cover 
up in the sound report and in video stegnography data is stow away in video outline and these alterations must be done 
in a manner that information is recuperation accurately without pulverizing the first flag. Stegnography is the method of 
concealing any mystery data like watchword, content and picture, sound behind unique spread record. Unique message 
is changed over into figure content by utilizing mystery key and afterwardcovered up into the LSB of unique picture. 
The proposed framework gives sound video crypto stegnography which is the blend of picture steganography and audio 
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steganography utilizing Forensics Technique as an instrument to verification. The primary point is to conceal mystery 
data behind picture and sound of video record. As video is the use of numerous still edges of pictures and sound, 
choose any casing of video and sound for concealing our mystery information. Suitable calculation, for example, LSB 
is utilized for picture steganography suitable parameter of security and confirmation like PSNR, histogram are acquired 
at recipient and transmitter side which are precisely indistinguishable, thus information security can be expanded. His 
paper center the thought of PC criminology method and its se of video steganography in both investigative and 
security.  
 

II. PROJECT IDEA 
 
Calculations for picture steganalysis are principally of two sorts: Specific and Generic. The Specific methodology 
speaks to a class of picture steganalysis procedures that all that much rely on upon the basic steganographic calculation 
utilized and have a high achievement rate for distinguishing the vicinity of the mystery message if the message is 
covered up with the calculation for which the systems are implied for. The Generic methodology speaks to a class of 
picture steganalysis strategies that are free of the fundamental steganography calculation used to conceal the message 
and delivers great results for distinguishing the vicinity of an emit message shrouded utilizing new and/or unusual 
steganographic calculations. The picture steganalysis strategies under both the particular and nonexclusive classes are 
frequently intended to distinguish the vicinity of a mystery message and the disentangling of the same is viewed as 
reciprocal not required.  
 

III. MOTIVATION 
 
Significance of concealing information in sound records results from the common vicinity of sound signals as data 
vectors in our human culture. proposed steganography rehearse expect that the spread used to shroud messages ought 
not raise any suspicion to rivals. Indeed, the accessibility and the notoriety of sound records make them qualified to 
convey shrouded data. Also, most steganalysis endeavors are more coordinated towards computerized pictures leaving 
sound steganalysis moderately unexplored. Information covering up in sound records is particularly testing in view of 
the affectability of the HAS. Notwithstanding, HAS still endures regular adjustments in little differential extents. For 
instance, uproarious sounds tend to veil out calm sounds. Moreover, there are some basic ecological twists, to the point 
that they would be disregarded by audience members as a rule. These properties have driven analysts to investigate the 
use of sound signs as bearers to shroud information . The changes of sound signs for information implanting purposes 
might influence the nature of these signs. Surveying the tradeoffs between these changes and the instigated quality is 
talked about next.  

 
IV. LITERATURE SURVEY 

 
Data security utilizing information concealing sound video stegnography with the help of computer forensic techniques 
provides better hiding capacity to have worked on hiding image and text behind video and audio file and extracted from 
an AVI file using 4 least significant bit Insertion method for video steganography and phase coding audio 
stegnography. There is diverse method accessible for video steganography [1].  
Advance video steganography algorithm describes data installing and extraction for high determination AVI 
recordings. In this technique as opposed to changing the LSB of the spread record, the LSB and LSB+3 bits are 
changed in interchange bytes of the spread document. There scramble mystery message utilizing a straightforward 
piece trade strategy before the genuine installing process begins. [2]  
Video Steganography for Hiding Image with Wavelet Coefficients. This strategy taking into account discrete wavelet 
change and utilized irregular coefficient determination approach and in addition the routines utilizing the discrete 
wavelet transform.[3]  
As a part of this work creator has expected to conceal mystery data behind picture and sound of video document. By 
inserting content behind sound record and a validation picture is installed behind edges of video document. As video is 
the utilization of numerous still casings of sound and picture (i.e. picture), any edge can be chosen from video and 
signals from the sound for concealing mystery information. Creators have utilized 4LSB system for picture 
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steganography while Phase Coding calculation for sound steganography. [3]  A way to deal with shroud information in 
video utilizing steganography apply twofold hash capacity method to pick a pixel from line and section. In any case, 
subsequent to Appling the hash capacity on pixel may not found in the edge to determine this issue utilizing crash 
capacity. [4]  
Steganography In Mpeg Video Files Using Macro squares Data Hiding Technique: Audio Steganography utilizing LSB 
Technique as a part of this strategy utilize an adaptable micorblocks requesting highlight of H.264/AVC [7] have 
proposed a technique which is a sound video crypto-steganographic framework, it isthe Combination of sound 
steganography and video steganography utilizing progressed disorganized calculation as the protected encryption 
system. Their point is to conceal mystery data behind picture and sound of video document. Since video is an 
utilization of numerous sound and video outlines. A specific edge can be chosen for picture covering up and sound for 
concealing mystery information. For picture steganography They have used 4LSB substitution and LSB substitution 
with range decision for sound steganography.  
The utilization of the video based steganography can be more qualified than other interactive media documents as a 
result of its size and memory prerequisites. Video are set of edges and the quantity of still pictures per unit of time of 
video extents from six to eight edges for every second. There is distinctive kind of video records like MPEG, AVI, 
MOV and so on. There are diverse procedure and calculation for video steganography like LSB substitution, Bit trade 
technique and so forth. The best method is that conceal Secret message without influencing the nature of video, 
structure and substance of the video record. In video steganography subsequent to concealing a discharge information 
in video make "stego" video document which send to the recipient side. Proposed framework presents a novel and more 
secure technique for video steganography.  
 

V. MATHEMATICAL MODELING 
 
Let us consider S as a system for Secure data hiding in audio video steganalysis using computer forensic.  
S= {……  
INPUT:  
 
• Identify the inputs  
 
F= {f1, f2, f3 .....,fn| ‘F’ as set of functions to execute commands.}  
I= {i1, i2, i3…|’I’ sets of inputs to the function set}  
O= {o1, o2, o3….|’O’ Set of outputs from the function sets}  
S= {I, LSB,O}  
I = {audio video file, data image, ...} 
O = {Text extraction from stego audio file,...}  
F = {phase coding,LSB Algorithm, Encryption,  
Decryption,  
}  
Above mathematical model is NP-Complete.  
 

VI. EXISTING APPROACH 
 
In most of the image steganographic methods, uses the existing image as their cover medium. This leads to two 
drawbacks. Since the size of the cover image is fixed, embedding a large secret message will results in the distortion of 
the image. Thus a compromise should be made between the size of the image and the embedding capacity to improve 
the quality of the cover image. The distortion of the image results in second drawback, because it is feasible that a 
steganalytic algorithm can defeat the image steganography and thus reveal that a hidden message is conveyed in a stego 
image.  
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VII. PROPOSED APPROACH 
 
Our objective is to build a Texture synthesis has received a lot of attention recently in computer vision and computer 
graphics. The most recent work has focused on texture synthesis by example, in which a source texture image is re-
sampled using either pixel-based or patch-based algorithms to produce a new synthesized texture image with similar 
local appearance and arbitrary size.  
 
1. Selecting audio-video file . 
 
2. Video steganography (at transmitter side) . 
 
3. Creating stego audio file.  
 
4. Creating stego video frame.  
 
5. Merging stego audio file and stego video frame for creating stego video file.  
 
6. Data encryption using aes algorithm.  
 
7. Creating stego audio file:  
 
8. Authentication (at receiver side) . 
 
9. Secret message recovery from stego audio file.  
 
These are all the different strategy to insert the information to cover picture message installing methodology lessens the 
finding of message. This framework enhances the arrangement space furthermore diminishes the computational many-
sided quality 
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Fig 1. Proposed System Flow at Sender Side 
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Fig 2. Proposed System Flow at Receiver Side 

 
1. SELECTING AUDIO-VIDEO FILE 

Taking after are the progressions for selecting Audio-Video File with the end goal of concealing information into the 
sound document and the casings of the video record:  
(1) Select any sound video document in which client needs to shroud information.  
(2) Separate sound record and video outlines from chose video by utilizing accessible programming „FFMPEG 
Separator‟.  
(3) Save the sound and video outlines independently.  
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2. VIDEO STEGANOGRAPHY (AT TRANSMITTER SIDE) 
 
A. Information Encryption  
(1) Here are utilizing calculations for encoding the mystery message or information that are going to install into sound 
record.  
(2) Data string comprises of mystery message.  
(3) That creates the scrambled message.  
 
3. CREATING STEGO AUDIO FILE 
(1) There are concealing the scrambled message into the sound document.  
(2) And for concealing reason Here are utilizing LSB calculation.  
(3) That will create the Stego sound document.  
 
4. CREATING STEGO VIDEO FRAME 
(1) Here are selecting a casing from the created video outlines.  
(2) In the chose outline here are concealing the key of calculation utilizing RLSB system.  
(3) That will create the Stego video outline.  
(4) That chose casing will be use for verification reason at Receiver side. 
5. MERGING STEGO AUDIO FILE AND STEGO VIDEO FRAME FOR CREATING STEGO VIDEO FILE 
(1) Combining Stego Audio and Stego Video Frames utilizing same programming i.e. FFMPEG Software.  
(2) This video document will contain the shrouded mystery message and key use for unscrambling and also validation 
and that video will send to beneficial.  
 
6. DATA ENCRYPTION USING ALGORITHM  
(1) Here, here are utilizing calculation for scrambling the mystery message or information that here are going to insert 
into sound document.  
(2) Data string comprises of mystery message.  
(3) That creates the scrambled message.  
 
7. VERIFICATION AT RECEIVER SIDE 
 
(1)After accepting the Stego Audio-Video File at recipient side again isolate the Audio document and Video Frames 
utilizing same Software FFMPEG from got Stego Video.  
(2) Enter the edge number that casing number ought to be same at Sender side and at Receiver side then just the 
validation process begin else it will prematurely end.  
(3) Then the key will separated from that specific casing.  
(4) At the end, will get the Audio record and the key.  
 
8. SECRET MESSAGE RECOVERY FROM STEGO AUDIO FILE  
(1) From Separated Audio record are going to concentrate figure content i.e. encoded message by utilizing LSB 
calculation.  
(2) After getting the encoded message are going to apply the key that have as of now removed from video outline.  
(3) That will decode the message and it will deliver the plain content or mystery information. 
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VIII. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

 
Fig.3 System Architecture 

 
Minimum critical piece (LSB) is the best system for information insurance. In this strategy utilizes bits of every pixel 
of the picture, it is important to utilize a lossless pressure design; generally the shrouded information will become 
mixed up in the changes of a loss pressure calculation. The calculation is utilized for concealing a discharge picture 4 
LSB. In this procedure of modifying the minimum noteworthy piece pixels of the bearer picture. In this technique some 
data from the pixel of the transporter video is supplanted with the emit picture so it can't be seen by the human visual 
framework along these lines it misuses a few restrictions of the human visual framework. To our human eye, changes in 
the estimation of the LSB are intangible.  
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IX. RESULT AND GRAPH 
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X. CONCLUSION 
  
Data security utilizing information concealing Audio video steganography with the assistance of PC criminological 
tech give better concealing limit and security. The proposed strategy in light of picture holing up behind the video and 
information behind the sound enhance the inserting Ability of sound - video and expand the nature of spread media in 
the wake of concealing the emit information and additionally diminish the bending rate of spread document. 
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